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Singapore tour is what one must enjoy in life, because it excites everyone who wishes to live a good
life, for the shopper for excellent shopping malls, for the commercial traveler all south east Asian
headquarters  of multinational having their offices there and for the holidaying tourist, anything what
one can get in the entire world, whether it be seeing a zoological garden, bird sanctuary and
botanical riches, or it be a cable car tour to the museum giving the details of this wonderful city
creating  wonders. That way Singapore tour is a shopperâ€™s delight.

Singapore tour package can be modeled in any manner and addressing any type of interests,
besides it is a shopperâ€™s paradise.

A typical Singapore tour would encompass

â€¢Visit of City district

â€¢Visit of Museum district

â€¢Visit of Resort world Sentosa

â€¢Visit to Marina Bay and River Cruise

â€¢Shopping pleasure at China Town, Campong Glam,  and Little India

â€¢Visit to Botanic Garden, Orchard Road and Singapore Zoo

Singapore hospitality is superb and there are  a number of hotels and restaurants , the top rated
hotels where one can stay during Singapore tour include

â€¢Mandarin Oriental, Singapore

â€¢Pan Pacific Singapore

â€¢Shangri-La Hotel

â€¢Naumi Hotel

â€¢Conrad Centennial Singapore

As for the restaurants, there are number of them catering everyoneâ€™s taste and pocket, to entertain a
visitor during Singapore travel.

Singapore travel from India is well facilitated from all the metro cities of the country and few other
important cities.  These air connections include:

â€¢About 11 flight connections  operating from New Delhi to Singapore, most of the days 5 of them
direct flights between these two destinations and in a week, there are 126 flights operated between
New Delhi and Singapore.

â€¢About 25 flight connections operating from Mumbai to Singapore, most of the days 7 of them non-
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stop flights between these two destinations and in a week, there are 99 schedules between these
two cities.

â€¢About 22 flight connections operating from Kolkata to Singapore, most of the days 2 of them non-
stop flights between these two destinations and in a week, there are 53  schedules of Kolkata to
Singapore flights

â€¢About 11 flight connections from Chennai to Singapore, most of the days 5 of them non-stop flights
between these two destinations and In a week, there are 84 schedules of Chennai to Singapore
flights.

â€¢About 22 flight connections operating from Bangalore to Singapore, most of the days 2 of them
non-stop flights between these two destinations , with 88 schedules of Bangalore to Singapore
flights in a week.

It is easy for everyone in the world, particularly those in India, to take up a Singapore tour, since
there are a number of travel agencies arranging tour packages with rich content.
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